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Main Points
§ From content-based to entity-centric view on document
collections
§ Fuzzy document clustering algorithms such as LDA Topic
modelling provide a content-based view on documents to answer
the question: what is in there and how does it change?
§ now: center information on entities, such as persons,
organizations and custom-defined entities, to answer the
question:
who does what with whom when?

§ Interactive control and provenance
§ control should be fully situated with the user, not with the
algorithm
§ links to the original sources for information are crucial
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Today’s Sample Tools
§ Network of the Day:
www.tagesnetzwerk.de
§ entity-centric daily online news reader

§ Storyfinder https://uhhlt.github.io/storyfinder/
§ individual entity-centric news
assistant as a browser plugin

§ New/s/leak: www.newsleak.io
§ interactive entity-centric tool for
investigative journalism
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description
Network of theToolddDay
www.tagesnetzwerk.de

Architecture

! Interactive visualization of relationships of public
agents (persons and organizations)
! Transparent and intuitive tool for the exploration
of current events
! Simplification of computer-mediated
communication (online news) through
visualization of its content
! Social relation network extracted from German
online news
! System will additionally enable users to explore
relationships between NEs, and to investigate
events as they develop over time
! Cooperative tagging of relationships
! Possiblity of transparent up to date research
! The target group of this tool are journalists, but
also laymen such as students, voters and
politically interested citizens
! Link to demo:
http://maggie.lt.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/nod/

! Download data from Leipzig Server:
Daily dataload of approximately 20,000 50,000 sentences taken from online
newspapers as e.g. Zeit, Spiegel,
Handelsblatt, Kicker (“Wörter des Tages“,
Quasthoff et al., 2002)

• Create daily graph
Using Markov Chain Clustering to
find communities (van Dongen,
2000)
Using PageRank to select displayed
entities (Page et al., 1999)

! Data cleaning:
Single first names,
black list (common
misclassifications
e.g. Euro) filtered out,
combining different
mentions of the same
entity (e.g. Schumacher
+ Michael Schumacher
" Michael Schumacher)

§ Collecting German online news daily from RSS feeds
and webpages
§ Perform named entity recognition and index
documents by entity co-occurrence
§ offer a daily
news entity
network for
browsing
and
annotation

! NE Extraction:
Stanford Named Entity Parser (Faruqui
and Padò, 2010; Finkel et al., 2005)

! News sources
Load and cluster
data sources on
demand
! Graph representation

Jung framework for inmemory graph
representation1

! SQL Database:
Sources, sentences, relations,
relation labels, entities

1 http://jung.sourceforge.net

Daily Network
1. Interactive time dependent network:
! Clusters: Organized by topic
! Nodes: Named Entities (persons
and organizations
! Edges: Relations between Named Entities
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2. Frequency Chart 2:
! Shows terms that were popular on the respective day
! Trend of terms can be observed over time
! Shorter timespans can be selected
3. Cooperative social tagging:
! Display of source sentences linked to original online articles
! Users may add a tag which labels the relationship

2.

Future Work

4. Entity Search:
! Search mask allows users to search for entities
! Match will open the respective cluster

References

5. Datepicker:
! Select date of interest
2 Two peaks in the shown example reflect changes in Schumacher‘s condition
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! Incorporation of Twitter data
! Direct comparison of entities such as persons,
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Storyfinder: Personalized
Newsreader
https://uhh-lt.github.io/storyfinder/

§ ambient browser plugin
§ remembering news stories and incrementally building a
network of entities
§ relating current article to global personalized entity
network
§ web-based tool, deployed on a server or in a local Docker
container for privacy reasons.
Remus, S., Kaufmann, M., Ballweg, K., von
Landesberger, T., and Biemann,C. (2017):
Storyfinder: Personalized Knowledge Base
Construction and Management by Browsing the
Web. In Proceedings of the 26th ACM
International Conference on Information and
Knowledge Management. Singapore, Singapore.
pp. 2519-252
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Storyfinder
news article

§ Entites can be added/joined/removed

Graph of
document entities

§ Graph shows relevant entities from previously read
articles
§ Users can retrieve previous articles
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Global View, relations and
Provenance

§ webpages are
cached locally
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§ user builds its
own knowledge
8
graph

esigned to work for
Large textual datasets
Unstructured or semi-structured
ollaboration between NLP,
ualization and data journalists
asy to adapt to a new data leaks

•
•
•
•
•
•

Guided document browsing
Analyze entity connections
Temporal development of documents
Geographic distribution of events
Annotate documents
Save and share findings

New/s/leak
www.newsleak.io

Process documents , ext
metadata, store findings
• Frontend
Visualize documents and
metadata, support
collaborative investigation

§s

ckend
Pre-process and clean documents.
Extract generic and dynamic metadata using latest
NLP technologies .
Extract relationships between entities.
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All extractions
are Language
done with
the Apache Spark

Frontend
• Support interactive visualization with different vie
• Graph view: shows named entities and their
relations, annotate and update the graph.
• History view: history tracker which shows users
9
interaction with the system.

New/s/leak
Entity- and keyword-centric view

§ ... and everything triggers a filter
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New/s/leak:
Faceted Search and Full-text View
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CompSci Challenges with
interactive learning
• User Motivation
– Tooling and GUI is user-facing, must be intuitive and robust to
support users with their task
– For explicit user signals: user must see the immediate effect on
improvement
– user shall have a reasonably accurate mental model of the
process

• Formal Evaluation and Reproducibility
– Need to aggregate over a range of users
– Comparison is difficult even if user judgments are made public,
since changes in the automatic part might lead to a different
behavior, cf. IR Evaluation Campaigns
12

CompSci Premises of
Incremental Learning
• Handling concept drift: Changes in the stream are
quickly reflected in system behavior.
Research question: Recency and forgetting?

• Personalization/model adaptation: True personal
assistants that improve in aspects that are important to
individual users.
Research question: Mixing global and private signals under privacy
constraints?

• User incentives and transparency: System adopts to
users in a predictable fashion
Research question: How to make system decisions predictable and
transparent? How to perform learning in absence of huge training data?
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HumanIST in the loop
(Hermeneutic Spiral)
Corpus Query
keywords
pre-annotation

Reception and
Annotation

FIND

freetext context

Tagset Editor
LAYER
..

TAG

RabbitMQ vs. ZeroMQ vs. ActiveMQ
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Abstract
Title:
Interactive Entity Networks for Information Access to Text
Abstract:
In this talk, I will show some examples from language technology on how to extract and visualize entity networks from text in order to
represent their interaction. A special emphasis will be set on interactivity and provenance to enable users to adapt the network towards
their (research) interests in an informed fashion that is firmly rooted in the data. Partially rooted in machine learning techniques already,
I will discuss their application in such rather personalized settings for accelerating the process of annotated entity network creation.
Bio:
Chris Biemann obtained his doctorate in Computer Science / Natural Language Processing in 2007 from the University of Leipzig, before
joining the San-Francisco-based semantic search startup Powerset, which was acquired by Microsoft to form the Bing.com search
engine. In 2011, he got appointed as assistant professor for language technology in the computer science department at TU Darmstadt;
since October 2016, Chris is professor for language technology at the University of Hamburg in Germany. His current research is focused
on adaptive natural language processing, web-scale statistical semantic methods, machine learning from crowdsourcing signals and on
applications in the humanities and social sciences. He has co-authored about 200 publications in the field of natural language
processing. His research group regularly releases open datasets and open source software to the community.
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